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INTRODUCTION 

Like virtually every investor-owned utility in the country, Cleco stands at a crossroads. One 

path is business as usual, in which Cleco continues to operate one of the largest-polluting eet 

among regulated Louisiana utilities, even though the Company has excess generation capacity 

through at least 2025, some of which is uneconomic and uncompetitive in the energy market. 

To its credit, Cleco’s Integrated Resource Plan takes a different path: one that involves 

transitioning away from uneconomic coal-burning assets and investing in clean, reliable, and cost- 

effective renewable energy and energy efficiency resources. Indeed, C1eco’s Draft IRP recognizes the 

need to reevaluate the Company’s reliance on increasingly uneconomic fossil fuel generation 
resources. Moreover, Cleco’s IRP modeling demonstrates that those increasingly uneconomic fossil 

resources should be replaced by wind and solar power additions, which are far and away the most 

reliable and least-cost options for Louisiana ratepayers. Cleco also recognizes that energy storage 

options are increasingly attractive, and supply-side efficiency measures like upgrading the utility’s 

transmission system can play a signicant role in reducing electric system costs. 

We commend Cleco for providing a robust IRP analysis justifying the addition of 1 400 

me watts of renewable ener ca ci as well as the Company’s analysis of the— 
. The Company’s evaluation of its remaining coal 

assets, owever, s s ort o e s necessary to appropriately capture the economic risks 

facing those resources. Specically, we urge the Company to include in its nal IRP a 

transparent, unredacted, and robust analysis the replacement of its uneconomic fossil fuel 

resources——-Dolet Hills, at a minimum—with affordable renewable energy and energy efciency 

investments, which will produce safe and sustainable jobs, while also reducing electric system costs 

for both utilities and ratepayers and reducing emissions from fossil fuel energy sources. 

Sierra Club urges Cleco to make the following adjustments: 

0 The Company should retire Dolet Hills as soon as possible. Based on an analysis of 

publicly-available data, it is clear that Dolet Hills is uneconomic to operate. This situation is 

likely to worsen 'ven the increasin costs of li 'te su l 
' 

the lan as discussed b Cleco.‘ 

  

 

 

0 The IRP fails to provide the least-cost resource portfolio because the Compan did not 

evaluate the economics evalua 
' 

its exis 
' 

coal resources. As note Cleco  
 
 
  

  

Without a 

ro ust retirement t ev tes existing resources against new resources, C eco fails to 

provide the Commission and its customers with an evaluation a full and transparent analysis of 

the lowest-cost resource portfolio. 

0 The Company should fully explore securitization as a tool for reducing costs to 

ratepayers and mitigating the impacts of any potential early retirement, while also creating an 

‘ 

Draft IRP at 40. 
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opportunity for Cleco to recycle bond proceeds into renewable assets on its balance sheet: a 

fuel—for-steel swap. 

0 Some of the key assumptions are reasonable but the methodolo has several 

shortcomings. Cleco includes some , 
but 

omits certain compliance risks that are to put er ownwar pressure on e 

Company’s coal assets. Although Cleco assumes reasonable natural gas and coal prices, the 

wind PPA prices are not justified compared to recent prices and the IRP analysis does not allow 

for MISO ca ci urchases on a short-term basis, which could bridge the Company’s ca acity 
. Also, the modeling results in the high gas case 

e Company should include MISO capacity as a short—term 

 
 
  

rep cement option. 

0 Cleco should pursue its Preferred Plan as expeditiously as possible. We commend Cleco 

for its plan to pursue up to 400 MW of installed solar capacity, and up to 1,000 MW of installed 

wind capacity, starting in 2019. The addition of those resources will create safe and sustainable 

jobs and provide much-needed resource diversity, While also  reliability, reducing 
electric system costs for both utilities and ratepayers, and reducing emissions from fossil fuel 

energy sources. We strongly support this aspect of the IRP and urge the Company to begin 
soliciting renewable energy bids as soon as feasible and take advantage of declining tax credits. 

0 The Company should include modeling of portfolios or combinations of resources. 

0 The Company’s planning should be more transparent. Major elements of the Company’s 

preferred plan are condential and it is unclear why that is necessary. 

COMMENTS 

I. Dolet Hills Is Uneconomic to Qgrate and Should Be Retired As Soon As Possible. 

As explained in Sierra Club’s comments on Cleco’s  data assumptions, based on 

publicly reported data, Dolet Hills is uneconomic to operate and regularly lacing money in the energy 

market.2 Specically, the unit routinely operates and dispatches energy into the market even though 
market prices are below its total production cost (z'.e., fuel, pollution control operating costs, and other 

variable operation and maintenance costs). In fact, despite being one of the most expensive coal 

plants in the country to operate,’ Dolet Hills consistently dispatches at a high capacity factor, 

operating Well above market prices.  locational  prices at MISO’s Louisiana hub 

against the estimated production cost of Dolet Hills and the actual operations of those units as 

reported to EPA’s Air Markets Program Dataset (“AMP ”), we estimated that Dolet Hills incurred 

substantial losses almost every month it operated from 2014 through 2017. In fact, Sieaa Club’s 

2 

Seegeneralfy Sierra Club June 5, 2018 Comments on Cleco Power’s Data Assumptions and 

Descriptions of Studies To Be Performed, 2017 Integrated Resource Plan. 
3 

According to EIA Form 923, from 2013 through 2017, Dolet Hills acquired coal from the Dolet 

Hills mine at around 3.5c/M'MBtu, putting its fuel costs as the 95"‘ percentile most expensive in the 

country (2015-2017). Over the last two years, some of the coal delivered to Dolet Hills has cost over 

5.0c/M1\/£Btu, making it nearly the most expensive coal plant in the country. 

2 
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2018 analysis shows that Dolet Hills lost approximately $200 million on the MISO energy market 

from 2014 through 2017. That analysis makes clear that certain coal units in Cleco’s eet—and 

Dolet Hills, in particular—are uncompetitive and should be retired to avoid further risks and costs 

to ratepayers. 

wo wi its co-owner SWEPCO to cose e plant 

Apparently recognizing the dimim returns at Dolet Hills Cleco has committed to 

0 ratio the unit 0 seasonally,’ 
in every scenario, starting in 2019. In any event, Cleco has stated publicly 

at e r uce spat of the unit will save its ratepayers approximately $40 million annually. 
‘° 

Although Cleco’s nal IRP should incorporate the changed operation at Dolet Hills, We note that, 

‘See 

C eco 2019 Dra IRP at 10. 
6 

8 

See LPSC Order No. U—34794 Commitment 59, In Re: Applicaliottfor autboiizalianx, waiver: and 

tgzdatoy inteq2mation.r qfm1ainpmw'.s1'on.r 9‘ LP! C Order No. U-—-33434~——A and autborizaiionfar Clem 

Cogpomte Holding: LLC toplezge o1mer:r.b'¢ intemt in Cleco Power LLCfor tbepumoxe qfallonéng a newy 
formed wbolexale .rub:idiagr {Clem Corp to acquit: NRC Soutb Central Generating LLC (] an. 31, 2019) 
[hereinafter, “Cleco-NRG Acquisition Order”]. 
° 

Draft IRP at 10. 
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based on an analysis of public data and Cleco’s own production costs, Dolet Hills is  economic 

to operate, even seasonally. 

B. Siam Club’: Analysis Conrms TI12tDoIetH1'1l: is Unecanomic. 

The negative outlook for Dolet Hills can be further confirmed through a comparison of 

publicly-available production costs for the unit and the approximate revenues that the power plant 
receives for producing energy. As an  matter, we note that Dolet Hills’ excessive costs are due, 

in large part, to the costs of lignite, which, based on public data and 
, 

have increased substantially in recent years. According to Cleco, the cost 0 eac umt o s 

' 

the past year due to “unforeseen issues at the new mine have resulted in a 

pro ong period of lower than expected deliveries, which translate into higher than expected 
inventory costs on a S/rnmBtu basis.”" Cleco states that these issues include weather which “can 

severely impact the production levels at the nearby lignite mine, which can create supply shortages 
of lignite for the plant.”‘2 Cleco did not forecast a lower lignite price because “it is not expected for 

the mine to be capable of achieving lower costs than those represented in the base curve”———which is 

shown in Figure 1.” 

HOWCVCI, we IICVICWC ta OH) 0 CI SOIIICCS, W 1lCh 

" 

Draft IRP at 40. 
‘2 

Id at 46. 
" 

Id. at 84. 
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conrm that the plant has been operating uneconomically in recent years. Cleco bids Dolet Hills 

into the MISO wholesale energy market, which dispatches units based on the bids received—from 

the lowest-cost to the highest-cost unit.“ Units in the MISO market can also “self—commit,” 

meaning that the operators inform MISO that they will operate regardless of the MISO market 

price. 

We estimate operating costs of the Dolet Hills plant, including public data on fuel prices, to 

be approximately $50 per MWh. It is important to note that this production cost estimate is likely 
conservative because it does not include xed costs such as capital expenditures or xed operations 
and maintenance (“FOM”), which are not included in bids into the MISO energy market. Thus, the 

economics of operating the plant are likely even more tenuous than this analysis demonstrates. 

Comparing the MISO hourly energy prices in 2018 to the plant’s variable cost shows that the 

plant was only economic to operate 5 percent of the time. 
15 

Put differently, the plant was 

uneconomic to operate 95 percent of the time.” 

Figure 2. Dolet Hills Variable Cost Compared to MISO Market Price in 2018 ($/MWh)" 
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The plant’s co-owner, SWEPCO, bids its portion of the plant into a different market, the 

Southwest Power Pool. 
15 

Data on MISO prices from SNL for day-ahead LMP at Dolet Hills. Variable cost data is a ve- 

year average of coal costs of $48 per MWh (found in EIA Form 923) and an assumed $2 per MW h 

in variable O&M. 
16 

As demonstrated in the analysis included in our 2018 comments, it appears that Dolet Hills lost 

approximately $200 million on the MISO energy market from 2014 through 2017. 
17 

Data on MISO prices from SNL for day-ahead LMP at Dolet Hills. Variable cost data is a ve- 
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in variable O&M. 
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resources, nor did it present any sensitivity analysis of the 

options. As discussed more fully below, had Cleco optimize its or con ucted an 

optimized retirement  of its existing capacity eet, Cleco may ve oun cost savings 
associated with early retirement of plants. As Cleco’s IRP currently stands, the existence and 
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As with Dolet Hills, Sierra Club assessed the economic viability of Brame Units 2 and 3 (or 
“Rodemacher 2” and “Madison 3,” respectively). And as with Dolet Hills, we found that these two 

units are also uneconomic to operate in the MISO market in most hours. Rodemacher 2 was only 
economic to operate in 22 percent of hours over the past year. Madison 3 was economic to operate 

in 33 percent of 2018 hours. Des ite this, Cleco’s reference case modeling shows that it plans to 

operate these two units at percent capacity factors, respectively, over the IRP analysis 

period.21 

As shown below in Figure 3, on a monthly average basis, Rodemacher 2 was only economic 

in January, and Madison 3 was economic for approximately five months of the year. 

Figure 3. Rodemacher 2 and Madison 3 Variable Cost Compared to MISO Market Price in 

2018 ($/MWh) 
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Brame Energy Cerrler. MISO pricey are from December 31, 2077 through December 30, 20 78. 

In the figure above, Rodemacher 2’s total production cost is reected in the orange line 

across the top. Madison 3 is reected in the blue horizontal line below that. The vertical bars 

represent the average locational marginal price at the Louisiana MISO hub, indicating that the units 

are frequently operating even though the energy price is less than it costs to operate the plants. 

In its IRP modelin 
, 

Cleco ro'ected o erations for Rodemacher 2 and Madison 3, 
. Figure 4 below shows the historic and 

iroiected 
capacity factor for Rodemacher 2. This shows that Cleco expects a 

compared to the unit’s historical performance. In the last five years, Rodemacher 2 has 

operated at a 46 percent capacity factor, yet in the Company’s reference case, the unit is expected to 
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rcent capacity factor in the future, on average. The Company’s low gas case may be 

of how this unit will operate in the future. Under the low future, Cleco 

projects a percent average capacity factor, which performance. 
Under a car n cost scenario, Cleco expects the unit to operate at percent, on average. 

 
 

  
‘ below shows the historic and ro'ected ca city factor for Madison 3. This shows 

that Cleco expects a ompued to historical performance. In 

the last five years, the unit 5 operate at a 68 percent capacity factor. In the Company’s reference 

case, the unit is expected to operate at a percent capacity factor in the future on average. The 

Cornpanyfs low gas scenario predicts a percent capacity factor, which is the unit’s 

historical average. Curiously, under a car 11 cost scenario, the Company does not project a 

in operations even though the unit burns petcoke and coal. 
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The Company modeled a high gas scenario but the results show that both units 

Rodemacher 2 and Madison 3) would both run at‘ percent capacity factor, which is 

.23 This scenario also shows that the Cornpany’s eet will generate more than 

the energy needed for its customers. Cleco clearly needs to re-run this scenario. 

B. Cleco Should Incozpom te Its New Wholesale Genera tioa Assets Into the IRP Analysis 
Because the Company Intends to Integm te Them Into the Regulz ted Fleet. 

Cleco’s parent company, Cleco Corporate Holdings, recently acquired ve fossil—fuel 

burning generation facilities, consisting of approximately 3,555 MW of generation capacity.“ 
Although some of that capacity will serve existing wholesale contracts, a significant portion of that 

new capacity will eventually be merged into the Cornpany’s regulated rate base. As Cleco’s 

Application indicated, the Company contemplates,” Cleco plans to consolidate the newly—acquired 
NRG assets with its regulated utility assets, “potentially enabling Cleco Power to integrate and 

rationalize the generation eets of the two entities and otherwise share costs, which would reduce 

23 

Appendix 9 Portfolio Costs HSPM. 
24 

See mpra Cleco—NRG Acquisition Order. 
25 

In re Application of Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC and Cleco Power LLC for:  Authorizations, 

Waivers, and Regulatory Interpretations of Certain Provisions of LPSC Order No. U-33434—A;  
Authorization for Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC to Pledge its Ownership Interest in Cleco Power 

LLC; and  Expedited Treatment, LPSC Docket No. U—34794. 
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the cost of service borne by Cleco Power’s customers.”26 In response to earlier IRP comments, 

Cleco recognized the need to conduct a revised IRP analysis to incorporate NRG assets,27 but it is 

not clear how the wholesale assets will interact with Cleco’s retail operations in the interim. 

Cleco’s proposed acquisition raises a number of serious questions and potennal concerns for 

its ongoing IRP process. As an initial matter, Cleco’s planned acquisition of NRG’s assets requires 
analysis in this IRP. The LPSC IRP Rules specically contemplate that regulated utilities include in 

their IRP “[a]ny changed circumstances.”23 Indeed, the rules specically require that utilities identify 
“any planned additions,” and in any evaluation of load requirements, the utility must include 

“existing supply and demand—side resources, and any planned additions.”29 Given Cleco’s public 
statement of its “plan” to integrate the NRG assets into its regulated generation portfolio, the 

Company must provide at least some analysis of the potential integration of its wholesale and retail 

assets. At a minimum, Cleco should explain, and provide detailed analysis, of the “signicant 
benefits to . . . LPSC jurisdictional customers”30 the Company expects to achieve through any 

integration. 

This analysis is especially important for at least two reasons. First, Cleco’s IRP assumptions 
indicate that the Company already has a capacity surplus of approximately 300 MW. Even under 

Cleco’s optimistic load growth projections, the Company does not expect to hit equilibrium until 

2038. This potential over—procurement threatens to leave the Company and ratepayers exposed to 

additional risk. As part of this IRP, Cleco should at least explain how the proposed NRG acquisition 
will affect the operation of the Cleco’s retail eet, and how it will affect energy availability. 

Second, there is a substantial risk that ratepayers could be forced to pay for increasingly 
uneconomic fossil—fuel resources. For example, comparing publicly-available data on the running 
costs of the Big Cajun II power plant with the MISO locational marginal prices shows that Units 1 

and 3 were only economic to operate 39 and 43 percent of the time in 2018, respectively.“ 

26 

 
27 

See Draft IRP § 9, Resp. to Comment 14. 
3*‘ 

LPSC IRP Rules at p.1 
29 

LPSC IRP Rule (3)(b)&(c). 
30 

Id. at 3. 
31 

Although Cleco has committed to cease burning coal at Big Cajun II, Unit 1 by 2025, the 

Company should still evaluate the need for the power plant as a while. As discussed in these 

comments and in the testimony of Paul Chernick in Cleco’s NRG Acquisition docket, all three units 

at Big Cajun II are uneconomic to operate. 
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Given Cleco’s explicit intent to integrate NRG’s wholesale generation resources into its retail 

generation portfolio, Cleco must, at a minimum, include a scenario evaluating the costs and benets 

of the acquisition on ratepayers. This evaluation should also include an analysis of the risk of co-op 
defection. As part of its Order approving Cleco’s acquisition of the NRG assets, the Commission 

also approved the acquisition of NRG’s “all requirements” contracts with several Louisiana electric 

cooperatives and municipalities, representing approximately $600 million in annual revenue. But all 

of those contracts expire in 2025. If those wholesale contracts are not renewed, Cleco Power’s 

parent company will own several generation assets that are uneconomic to operate in the energy 

market, putting additional pressure on Cleco Power to generate a prot. In a similar situation, the 

Lower Colorado River Authority acquired several wholesale customer contracts, and then faced 

signicant nancial obstacles when several of those customers opted not to renew contracts due to 

the availability of more affordable power. Accordingly, Cleco should evaluate the impacts of the 

proposed acquisition on retail ratepayers, and include a sensitivity evaluating the impacts of any 
defection of those wholesale customers. 

Recommendations; 

0 The Company should conduct mbustmodeling ofenlsling uaitretitemcnt. The Corrpaiy 
should mndurt modeling that @IiII!i{e.f both new and exirting unitr. This would allow for economic relinment of 
exirng 101:2: and in the event qfthe model (booting rdimtxent, a lower—to.rtp1an for rotqbzym. 
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III. 

The Company should dispatch its units economicaly, i'fi'ti's not doing so cuizendy. 
Cleco’: unit: appear to qbemte more aen than tbq an emnar/tit to do :9. [ftbe mrrpargv it ‘fref—commit1ing” 
these units, it should mire doing so as ratqxym an il1—:med b’ tlnlrpmdire. 

The Company’: modeling ots coal unit: should be re-evulua ted. Tb: Conpary ’:pry'ez1ed 
diqzattb of :2: ma] unit: an high  bow unto:/Ipelitive thy an mmmt_ly. Aim, the incluxian of a cation amt 

should iruena tbe diipattb if all carbon—intm.r:'w unitr. 

The Company should re-tun its high gas scenario. The muhrfrvm tbir imiario are irzyzarrible and 

rbould be mmded 

The Company’: modeling should incoiponte unit: itintenda to use in the ituie. The 

Conpary ’.rpam1t mvntj acquired mum] mounag including Big Cgim II. [fC'le:op1an: ta opemte these units", 
it rbould include them in the IRP. IfC1ero doe: not intend to apemte there units‘, it should so rtate. 

Cleco Should Evaluate Securitization As a Tool for Redu;ng' the Costs to Ratepayers 
and Mig a_t_iI_lg the Impacts of Any Potential Early Retirement, While Also Creat1_ng' an 

Opportunity for Cleco to Invest in Renewable Assets. 

As discussed above, based on publicly reported data, several of Cleco’s solid fuel generation 
assets are already uneconomic and regularly lasing money in the energy market. Based on our analysis, 
Dolet Hills, in particular, should be retired as soon as feasible. We recognize, however, that many 
assets approved for early retirement often carry a reservoir of undepreciated capital——i.e., a stranded 

asset—that would have been expected to be recovered over the full life of an asset. The early 
retirement of a large generating asset can also result in substantial impacts to the local workforce and 

surrounding communities in the form of potential job losses and lost tax revenue. To the extent that 

Cleco decides to retire any of its assets, we urge the Company to fully explore secuiitization as a tool 

for reducing costs to ratepayers and mitigating the impacts of any potential early retirement, while 

also creating an opportunity for Cleco to recycle bond proceeds into renewable, rate-based assets on 

its balance sheet: a fuel-for—steel swap. 

A. Cleco Can Securitize StnrndedA::et:9. 

To the extent Cleco retires any of its generation assets early (and, as explained above, the 

Company should do so), Cleco has multiple options available to mitigate costs to ratepayers and the 

community. First, secuntization offers the opportunity to make utility owners of non—economic 

generation “whole” while also  ratepayer impacts. Under the Louisiana Electric Utility 
Investment Recovery Securitization Act (“Secuiitization Act”), La. RS. 45:1251(11)(a)(ii), Cleco may 
seek securitization  to recover “[a]ny other type of capital investment in excess of three 

hundred fty million dollars determined by the commission to be suitable for securitization 

nancing.” This includes the “[c]osts associated with purchasing or otherwise acquiring long-term 
supplies of fuel of any type or facilities of any type for the production, delivery, or storage of such 

supplies before or after use or of waste or other byproducts of such use.” La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 
45:1252 (11)(a)(ii). 

eco can an s o consi r 

securitizmg ose p t an mining costs to mitigate e impacts of any early retirements. The 

plain language of the Louisiana Securitization Act is broad enough to include those stranded costs in 
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Second, another set of emerging nancial tools available to utilities to lower the cost of 

retiring uneconomic coal plants is through green bonds. A green retirement bond is similar to 

securilization, without the sale of assets or legislative protection on the ratepayer charge. The utility 
issues a bond to renance the remaining asset balance on an uneconomic plant, plus any funds 

needed for transition assistance or physical dismantling of the plant net of any salvage value. Cleco 

would still have to request regulatory relief to allow the bond to be paid through a ratepayer 
surcharge. From a ratepayer perspective, the outcome is a net reduction in rates relative to 

accelerated depreciation or a regulatory asset, as the cost of debt is likely lower than the utility’s cost 

of capital.“ 

B. Secudtiza lion plus cspiultecycliqg can achieve ratepayer :1 rings and utility earnings. 

By denition, shuttering an anemaomtt coal plant and replacing its  costs with a 

cheaper purchase power agreement or energy market purchases will provide benets to ratepayers 
beyond the renancing savings achieved through securitization. PPAs, however, are pass-through 
costs that do not provide prots to shareholders. As explained in recent studies, a better outcome 

for bat!) shareholders and ratepayers is possible when a utility recycles bond proceeds into renewable 

assets on its balance sheet: a fuel-for—steel swap.” 

Used as part of a comprehensive transition package, securitization can free up funds for 

clean energy projects while keeping utilities nancially viable and reducing ratepayer costs. Although 
renewable generation is far more capital intensive than fossil plants capable of equal output, it 

requires far less annual expense for fuel and operations. When we compare new renewable projects 
to substantially depreciated fossil plants, the potential to increase capital return is substantial. A 

utility that is able to offer renewable energy and storage in place of existing fossil generation 
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To be clear, investors of a ratepayer-backed security are purchasing a claim on dedicated future 

ratepayer charges—and not a claim on any past, current, or future physical assets. Therefore, the 

securitized debt is not subject to any risks associated with the prudency of any previous or future 
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future disallowance imperiled the nancial viability of the utility, the ratepayer charges dedicated to 

securitization would not be available to satisfy the utility’s creditors. 
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redirects dollars from pass—through fuel purchases towards capital projects. This swap aligns utility 
and ratepayer interests: ratepayers see lower energy costs, while utilities increase earnings potentials. 
The expected phase—out of federal tax incentives for renewable energy justies urgency in laying the 

foundations for securitization and subsequent capital recycling. 

The graphic below provides a summary of how capital recycling can be paired with 

securitization to renance regulatory assets associated with the early retirement of uneconomic 

assets and use the proceeds from that transaction to help nance the deployment of clean, cheap 
replacement power. 

a Traditional Utility Finance — Capital Recycling   
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-3: compared to traditional utility finame generates 
savings for ratepayers Immediately. 

By way of example, assume that a new'$870 million wind asset is nanced entirely through 
traditional utility nancing mechanisms, and that it earns a return equal to the allowed rate of return 

for the utility. Due to early retirement and securitization, the utility lost $433 million in its rate base, 
and the associated future earnings. However, it recovers $433 million in cash from the proceeds of 

the securitization bond issuance.“ The utility is able to turn around that capital to nance the new 

wind asset, effectively “recycling” its capital from the older fossil asset into a new, clean asset—and 

more. That is, the utility has been able to grow its rate base by nearly $440 million with securitization 

and capital recycling. In doing so, the utility grows its future earnings relative to all the other cases, 

and ratepayers actually save more as a result.” Moreover, by taking advantage of the still—available 

36 

The $58 million for decommissioning costs is assumed to be spent by the utility on 

decommissioning, while the $25 million transition fund is assumed to be passed to a transition 

assistance entity, trust, or non—prot. 
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production tax credits, Cleco can improve the value proposition associated with its already—planned 
investment in low cost renewable energy. 

0. Cleco S11ouIdExp1are Funding Comm uniq Transition through Seczm'a'z:tion. 

As noted, the early retirement of a large generating asset can result in substantial impacts to 

the local workforce and surrounding communities in the form of potential job losses and lost tax 

revenue. We note, however, that securitization can be used to ameliorate those impacts, in several 

ways. 

First, Cleco should explore whether certain community transition costs can be wrapped into 
a securitization bond. In Louisiana, utilities can securitize the “[c]osts associated with purchasing or 

otherwise acquiring long-terrn supplies of fuel of any type or facilities of any type for the 

production, delivery, or storage of such supplies before or after use or of waste or other byproducts 
of such use.” La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 4521252 (11)(a)(i1). This language is  broad enough to 

include a community transition fund, since those “after use” costs are, in fact, associated with the 

production of fuel and energy at the plant. 

Second, thanks to a lower cost of capital and an extended repayment  securitization 

generates substantial savings for ratepayers that could be used for worker transition, or to help 
mitigate economic impacts to the surrounding communities. While the value of savings are 

transaction—specic, studies show that, on average, every $100 million in coal plant retired through 
securitization can unlock around $60 million in avoided capital costs.” Rather than simply returning 
excess revenues to ratepayers, these savings can be used for transition assistance for workers and 

communities adversely affected by plant retirements. 

Finally, securitization and can be structured in a way that savings can be shared with workers 
and communities impacted by the plants’ closure. For example, if 15% of the savings from 

securitization were set aside for transition assistance, on average, for every $100 million in net plant 
balances, on average $6 million could go to impacted workers or communities. The amount of 

transition assistance made available from securitization increases with the net plant balance and 

remaining life of the asset, so this approach can provide transition resources that are automatically 
scaled to the size of the shock that a given community faces from early redrement. The same is true 

for green bonds. This type of transition assistance can be substantial: in our example plant, 
harnessing $25 million towards transition assistance could provide the equivalent of a two-thirds 

salary for five years for over ninety employees. 
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A. The Company considered antidps ted environmental compliance costs. 

The Commission’s IRP Rules state that the IRP “shall take into account the sensitivity of the 

resource plan to variations in assumptions, including environmental regulations and other relevant 

assumptions.” Moreover the Rules contemplate a reasonable analysis of the potential environmental 

compliance risks over the planning horizon.” Indeed, environmental compliance costs, for both 

existing and future rules, are a key cost risk for coal units. 

To its credit, Cleco accounts for some of these costs in its modeling in this IRP. Section 6 of 

Cleco’s IRP details its environmental compliance efforts, including the status of its compliance with 

dix 6 of Cleco’s 

While We commend Cleco for accounting for some environmental costs, we believe that 

Cleco has overlooked other potential costs that could be signicant, and which would result in 

additional downward pressure on the Company’s increasingly uneconomic fossil-fuel generation 
assets like Dolet Hills, Brame, and Big Cajun II. 

It is true that the precise costs or timing of regulations may be uncertain, but Cleco can and 

should develop a range of costs to comply with Clean Air Act regulations. Indeed, as noted, the 

Company correctly incorporated an estimated range of costs for compliance with the Effluent 

Limitations Guidelines and Coal Ash Combustion Residual Rule. It should do the same for other 

environmental compliance risks: 

3° 

LPSC IRP Rules 1(3). 
4° 

14- ll (5)(b)(Vii17-(ix) 
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1. Carbon Dioxide 

As an initial matter, Cleco’s IRP Cleco ran a C02 cost sensitivity that applies a 35/ ton cost to 

every ton of CO2 emitted in the model.“ We support this approach, and we support the use of 

Synapse Energy Economics’ 2016 mid—case forecast as a reasonable one. \While Cleco deserves 

credit for recognizing some form of carbon regulation, the Company should include that aadder in 

more scenarios and also include the costs associated with regulation under Section 111(d) of the 

Clean Air Act. First, as in its inidal assumptions, Cleco appears to include a carbon price in only one 

of its scenario runs.“ Other udlities across the country use a range of carbon price forecasts in their 

long—term planning,” including a non—zero carbon price assumption in their reference cases 

scenarios.“ We urge Cleco to do the same. 

Second, Cleco has apparently changed course from its initial assumptions, when the 

Company indicated that it intends to cap emissions at a level indicated by the most recent Clean 

Power Plan.” Cleco should, at a minimum, run a sensitivity evaluating the cost of compliance with 

EPA’s Clean Power Plan under section 111(d); and the Company should ensure that the model 

includes a carbon cap that applies to both existing and new sources. This most appropriately 
addresses “leakage” problems under section 111(d) plans that address only existing sources.“ Under 

an existing—source only cap, the modeling would inappropriately and articially shift generation to 

new fossil—fuel sources, without appropriately incorporating the cost of emissions from those 

sources. 

Cleco’s Draft IRP now states that it “cannot be determined what future regulatory 
requirements will be for existing units.”47 But that is not correct. EPA’s most recent proposal to 

replace the Clean Power Plan would rely on so—called inside-the—fence emission reductions, 
commensurate with Building Block 1 of the original plan. It is worth noting that the Company has, 
in fact, evaluated the costs of complying with those inside—the-fence improvements, at least at a high 
level. In the Louisiana Public Service Commission proceeding involving Cleco’s request for 

authority to recover the costs associated with complying with the Mercury and Air Toxics Rule, 
Cleco estimated that compliance with those efficiency measures “could require a three to six percent 

“ 

Draft IRP at 85. 
42 

Cleco First Stakeholder Presentation at 11. 
43 

See, e.g., Entergy, 2017 Integrated Resource Plan Data Assumptions at 11, LPSC Docket N o. I- 

34694 (filed May 31, 2018); SWEPCO, 2019 Integrated Resource Plan Description of Studies & 

Study Assumptions at 10, LPSC Docket No. I—34715 (filed Jan. 30, 2018). 
44 

Id. 
45 

Cleco Resp. to SC 1-5.4. 
. 

“' 

Under the Finalized 111(d) rule, states opting for a “trading ready” mass—based compliance plan 
could either chose a plan that covered only existing sources, or chose a plan that covered both 

existing and potential new sources (under the “new source complement” model rule). Commenters 

noted that a trading plan that excluded new sources would create an incentive to build and operate 
new plants at the expense of existing plants, even if emissions were not ultimately reduced (i.e. 
“leaking” emissions from existing to new sources). Because such a rule interpretation would likely be 

found ineffective for its stated purposes, it is dubious that such an approach would have longevity 
under future modications of the rule. 
47 

Draft IRP at 62. 
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increase in heat rate efficiency” at Cleco’s plants, 
*8 

and could require Cleco to install economizers, 
which would cost approximately $4-5 million for each of the SOOMW turbines at Rodemacher 2 and 
Dolet Hills,” and that it was possible that Cleco would be required to overhaul its turbines at both 

Rodemacher 2 and Dolet Hills, which would cost between $4—2O million each.” 

To achieve the carbon reductions necessary to avoid catastrophic climate change impacts, 
utilities need to plan for both inside—the—fence efficiency improvements and the implementanon of a 

carbon tax, and we encourage Cleco to model a range of costs. 

2. Regional Haze 

Under the Clean Air Act Regional Haze Rule, states (or, where the state fails to do so, EPA) 
must implement the best available retrot technology (“BART”) pollution controls for the oldest 

and dirtiest sources of haze—causing pollutants. \X/hile EPA recently approved Louisiana’s regional 
haze SIP for the first planning period,“ the Louisiana SIP has already been challenged in the Fifth 

Circuit Court of Appeals.52 If the Louisiana plan is invalidated, Cleco will likely be required to 

reconsider sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide pollution reductions at each of its solid—fuel burning 
power plants. But even if both of the regional haze plans are upheld, each of Cleco’s coal plants 
must be reevaluated in 2021, when the state’s regional haze plan for the second planning period is 

due. With that timeline in mind, and given that Cleco itself has readily—available cost estimates for 

pollution reduction technologies typically required under regional haze,” Cleco should include a 

sensitivity reecting compliance. 

B. The Compaayis anticipated coal andgas prices are reasonable. 

Natural as rices are a critical in ut assum tion for evaluatin other resources because g P 
. 

P 
. P . . . 5 

natural gas generators often set the price of electricity. This is evident in the MISO wholesale energy 
market, where Cleco offers its generation and receives revenue based on the MISO market price. As 
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cost of a new scrubber at Rodemacher 2. 
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corresponding reference case prices reported by the AEO 2019. Cleco’s base gas price is still above 
NYMEX gas futures, which is a gauge of market expectations in the short—term. Therefore, we nd 

the Company’s gas prices to be reasonable. 

Figure 7. Cleco IRP and EIA AEO Henry Hub Natural Gas Prices ($/MMBtu) 
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Sierra Club does not dispute Cleco’s forecast of Powder River Basin  prices, Illinois Basin coal 

or petcoke prices. 

C. The Company is correct to include Wina'211ds01a1'PPAs but slzouldjustiljr the cost 

assumpdons. 

Cleco’s IRP assumes a xed price for wind and solar PPAs——$27/M\X/h and $35/MWh 
respectively. The Company states that its Wind and solar PPA price assumptions are meant to reflect 

current market conditions: 
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It is irrgboant to note tbat tbe rvlated solar and wind tapady a.r.mr/¢tion.r used in tin": IRP do 
not represent binding or indicative bids received from actual suppliers or rm 
mruimciiou mntra¢1or.r, but an intended Iv rifled potential aj>portunitie.r fbat hlée exirt in tbe 
market.” 

In response to Sierra Club’s informal discovery requests, however, Cleco provided a 

confusing and potentially contradictory explanation of the information that was used to develop the 
assumed Wind and solar PPA costs: 

Given the discre an in these two ex lanations it is unclear whether the PPA price assumptions in 
the IRP Cleco’s assumed wind PPA price ($27/MWI1) is 
substan y er e 2017 nation—wi generation—weighted average levelized wind PPA 

px:ice——-$18.91 /MW11.“ In 2017, SPP had the lowest average Wind PPA price of any power market in 
the country at $14/MWh (Figure 8). Even with an additional $7/MWh in transmission costs (as 
Cleco assumes), the cost of a wind PPA from SPP into MISO in 2017 would have been 

$21/MWh—we1l below Cleco’s $27/MWh wind PPA assumption. 

Figure 8. Regional wholesale energy market value of wind in 2017, by region 
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Figure 53. 

D. MISO capacity purchases should be included in modeling, as a short-term resource. 

Capacity is available to both buy and sell in MISO, as part of a balance marl<et——the 

Planning Reserve Auction or PRA. Utilities in MISO can purchase or sell based on a short—term 
need or surplus, respectively. The prices for capacity available from this market have been low, 
averaging $4.15 per MW—day in the past five auctions MISO Zone 9, which includes Cleco’s 

territory.“ As a result another MISO utility, NIPSCO in Indiana, included MISO capacity purchases 
in their planning.” 

Despite consistently low prices for capacity on this market, Cleco’s IRP states that it will not 

“will not rely on other utilities' potential short-term excess capacity in the PILK as a long—term 
solution.”59 However, that avoids the question of whether the Capacity purchases from MISO 

should be available to a short—term bridge gap in capacity with unit retirement. 

Recomm enda lions: 

0 Cleco should update its xture environmental compliance costs to account for 

[oreseea ble Clean Air/lct regula tions. 

0 The Company should jus tify its PPA price ass umpzions. A; it .rz‘and.r, the Jouree of there 

asramptioax 2'5 um/ear. 

0 The Company should include ca pa city purchases in modeling. MISO eapacigx purchase: 
are a /ou/—e0rl, short-term rep/aeemem‘ J0/alien. 

V. The Comnanv should pursue its Preferred Portfolio. where possible. 

A. The Company should pursue loW—costreneWa ble energy as soon as feasible and not 

overly rely on na tuzal gas a replacement. 

Cleco’s IRP states that, in 2019, the Company plans to issue an RFP for wind and solar to 

achieve its preferred plan capacity additions of up to 400 MW of solar and up to 1,000 MW of wind. 

This is an aggressive plan for adding renewables to its system and should be pursued, where 

possible. We do, however, have concerns that Cleco’s analysis could be used to jusdfy pursuit of gas 

replacement in the future instead of renewables. 
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First, it is unclear how Cleco plans to accomplish the addition of 1000 MW of wind and 400 
MW of solar immediately (see given that an RFP remains to be issued and an ownershi or PPA 
contract remains to be si ed . Figure 9 also makes clear that Cleco’s IRP assumes thatp_ 

, 
when this is unlikely to occur so soon. While it is our position that 

Cleco should work to pursue its Preferred Portfolio as far as possible, however, the capacity position 
it has laid out for 2019 (and potentially 2020) is impossible to achieve and requires further 

explanation. 

Figure 9. Cleco Power Capacity by Type, Reference Case 
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Souree: C/eea IRP, Figure 77, p.94. 

Cleco’s IRP also presents an alternative preferred plan where no solar and wind PPA’s are 

included. The Company states that if renewable capacity PPA bids were higher than anticipated, it’ 
would acquire a natural gas generation instead: 

In the event that an RFI aua'/ or RFP zudieatex that renewable eapaeig/, whether owned or 

proeured through PPAI, 2'5 not al/az‘/ah/e at cart and deliaerahihgjl parameters equivalent to there 

modeled in thzlr IRP, the refereuee care iudieatex that two ]-e/an eomhuxtiou turhiues Jhou/d he 

eamtrueted to fill C/em Pou/er’; eapaeigl xhortfat .60 

But even if renewable PPA prices obtained through an RFP were more expensive that 
Cleco’s IRP assumptions of $27/MWh and $35 / MW h for wind and solar, respectively, those PPAs 

60 

Cleco IRP, p.94. 
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could still be more cost effective than acquiring two natural gas combustion turbines. Cleco can (and 
should) take advantage of renewable Production Tax Credits (PTCs). PTCs are set to lapse 
beginning in 2021, when tax credits will decline to 80 percent, 60 percent and 40 percent of their 
2020 value in 2021, 2022 and 2023, respectively. Therefore, if Cleco were to sign a renewable PPA 

prior to 2024, it will receive PTCs or they will be accounted for in the PPA bid. In addition, four- 

year delays on PTCs are available if “adequate construction has commenced,”61 meaning that if 
Cleco or a PPA bidder were able to achieve “adequate construction” on a renewable asset purchase 
by 2023, it may be eligible to obtain PTCs for projects commencing operation in 2027. 

Cleco states that its IRP analysis capped annual capacity additions of renewable sources to 

prevent any single technology from accounting for more than half of Cleco’s total capacity: 

Maximum a//cm/ed eapaeigz addition: for both wind and Jo/ar were capped at 7,000 M W per 
teehno/ogy per)/ear. A maximum /imil of 2,5 00 M W per tee/mo/ogy war exta/7/ii/Jed aerom I/2e 

slug’; period to prevent any one technology Eon: achieving more than 50% of 
Cleco Power's capacity mix emp/mm added). 

62 

However, if Cleco were to acquire the natural gas capacity outlined in its “no PPA” 

reference case, natural gas capacity (all types) would account for 73 percent of Cleco’s total capacity 
in 2019 and 69 percent of Cleco’s total capacity in 2038 (Figure 10). It is possible that when Cleco 

referenced “any one technology”, the Company meant any single type of natural gas turbine (i.e. 
CCGT, CT and ST), in which case no single turbine type accounts for more than 50 percent of total 

capacity. But the share of natural gas capacity in the “no PPA” plan is well above 50 percent of total 

capacity throughout the period, whereas its share is 42 percent or less in the reference case with 

PPAS. 

Figure 10. Total natural gas capacity as a share of total capacity, Reference case versus 

Reference case (no PPAs) 
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See, e.g., SWEPCO Draft 2019 IRP at 91. 
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Source: C/em IRP, Fzgz/re.r 77 and 78, 1194-5. 

Renewable resources are a hedge against gas price risk. Cleco found that additional wind and 
solar PPAS were preferred under its base case low gas and high gas cases.“ Under a low gas price, 
Cleco found that the same portfolio would be preferred as in the base case. Under a high gas price 
case, Cleco found that it would build more solar and less wind. These results are fundamentally 
reasonable. Cleco can and should procure substantial renewables where feasible. (The Company’s 
neighboring utility, SWEPCO is also planning considerable renewable capacity additions totaling 
1,300 MW of solar and 2,000 MW of wind capacity by 2039.64) Cleco should not abandon its plan in 
the future in order to favor a gas—heavy portfolio without justification. Therefore, it should update 
its analysis of future capacity additions as more information is available. The Company should also 
involve stakeholders in its RFP process, including review and comments on the RFP itself and 
review of bids received. 

B. The Compznyis planned Wind and solar W111 create jobs in Loullsiana. 

We estimate the number of direct jobs (on—site construction jobs) that could be created from 
Cleco’s planned investments in renewable energy projects in two steps. First, we calculate the 

planned solar and wind capacity additions in MWs using data for Cleco’s planned power capacity by 
type.“ Second, we calculate the product between the capacity additions in MW s and the estimated 

job creation per MW of capacity invested. In particular, we assume that utility solar projects can 

create 3.9 job—years per MW installed while onshore wind has the potential to create 0.6 job—years 
per MW. 

The figure below shows the estimated number of jobs created (in job—years) for Cleco. 

Cleco’s investments could create 4,230 job—years during the period 2019—2036——or 235 jobs per year, 
on average. Almost 65 percent of these job—years would come from utility solar investments, while 
the other 35 percent would come from wind energy investments. 
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Figure 11. Cleco predicted job-year creation from solar and wind planned investments 
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0 The Company should cstima he the job impacts om its resource buildout. It is elear t/mt 
solar and wind installations will ereatejolas. If the Cornpaiy/finds t/mt retirement of existing units is eeonornie, it 
s/Jould measure t/Jejob i/npaet of that retirement and the irnpaetsfroin new resource proenrenzent. 

VI. The Company should include modeling of portfolios or combinations of resources. 

The Commission Rules specically provide that “[s]ensitivity analyses shall be performed to 

determine the risk that the reference resource plan might be exposed to unacceptable cost increases 
under certain conditions, and to evaluate alternative resource plans that would be more economic 

given the alternative assumptions.”6(’ Specically, the “IRP shall also include analyses of the impacts 
on the reference resource plan, by developing other alternative resource plans under consistent 
alternative futures involving changes of multiple input assumptions.”67 

Indeed rudent least—cost utili lannin icall involves the modelin of existin and ' 
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potential resources on an economic basis to 1'n1i'111'n1Z€ the costs of providing power to ratepayers. 
These resources typically include internal supply and demand—side resources, market purchases, and 

power purchase agreements (“PPA’s”). There are various reasonable ways to model resource plans, 
but as noted above, it is irn ortant that Cleco’s nal IRP avoid constrainin its model in wa s that 

- o 

P 
c . 0 g. - 

y 
could “hardwire” certain resource choices or result in less—than—opt1mal addition of supply— and 
demand resources. Specically, the model should not inadvertently exclude combinations of options 
that deserve consideration. This mi ht occur in one of four wa s: a throu h manuall —selected 

_ Y 
resource ortfohos 

; b throu h overl - 

- 

P , 

u o n I 
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y 
constrained model structures; c b failin to ca ture critical revenue streams that occur outside of . . . 

Y .5 P 
. . traditional energy planning; and (d) by failing to assess the value of resource combinations, rather 

than single resources. 

In the rst instance, future resource portfolios are user—dened, rather than selected by the 

model, thus creating future resource portfolios that are suboptimal — 
or potentially largely not cost 

effective. It is critical that the Company minimize inanmzlporgfalio deeisions and prescreening options. As 
an example, the Company should ensure that the Aurora model has ability to fully optimize Cleco’s 
portfolio, including the ability to select existing units for cost—effective retirement (“endogenous 
retirement”) and use of a range of demand—side resources and storage to meet demand. As discussed 
above, failing to fully evaluate the economics of existing large fossil units for potential cost-effective 
retirement pre—judges the efcacy of those resources and denies ratepayers the opportunity to 

achieve lower cost (and cleaner) energy options. 

Additionally, Cleco’s assumptions appear to include a “cap” on wind and solar energy 
resources. For wind, the Company has manually capped the addition of new wind at 1,000 MW. For 

solar, the cap is 400 MW over the planning horizon. Although we fully support Cleco’s proposed 
renewable energy additions, and we commend the Company for striving to ensure that 

approximately 30% of its generation portfolio is renewable generation, we note that other utilities 
have exceeded these levels of wind and solar in their modeling. In particular, in May 2018, 
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lVIidAmerican announced plans to develop enough wind energy to provide 100% renewable energy 
to its customers by the early 20205.68 

We do not suggest that Cleco must, in fact, adopt 21 1000/0 renewable energy resource 

portfolio, but models in which the optimization is overly constrained may fail to examine cost 

effective portfolios simply due to those constraints. An example of an overly constrained model is 

by allowing only the addition of large blocks of highly modular renewable energy options (such as 

wind or solar), or limiting the availability of these options outside of real—world constraints. By way 
of example, Cleco is evaluating only one option for battery storage, which provides eight hours of 

energy, even though there are readily available two— and four—hour options. 

Relatedly, there are many benets to demand—side management (“DSM”) and storage 
resources that are not captured through traditional capacity—expansion modeling. For DSM, avoided 
transmission and distribution investments are real and avoidable costs that are often not priced into 
the value of the DSM resource. For storage, additional value streams for frequency regulation, 
voltage support, ramping capability, and blackstart capability are not effectively captured by 
traditional resource planning. It is important that the Company seek to ensure that the model 

appropriately recognizes those many benefits of DSM and storage options. One method for doing 
so would be through either assessment of those value streams outside of the model structure (and 
subsequent repricing in the model). 

Finally, traditional capacity expansion modeling does not recognize the energy shifting value 
of storage or demand response, a critical value when integrating substantial new renewable energy. 
An effective use of utility—scale storage paired with solar can shift the solar to peak period 
requirements, thus improving the capacity capabilities of solar. Using those resources to shift peak 
demand can enhance the capabilities of wind. In total, a packaged combination of these resources 

would show a much higher value in traditional resource planning than any of these resources on 

their own. 

Increasingly, utilities and experts are looking to this modular portfolio planning as a way of 

meeting needs rather than relying on specific technology solutions. Rocky Mountain Institute 

recently published a method for developing and evaluating “clean energy portfolios” designed to 
meet (or exceed) the capabilities of new gas—fired units at competitive costs.” Public Service 

Company of New Mexico (“PNM”) recently issued an all—source request for proposals (“RFP”) in 
which the Company will seek to assess and integrate all bids, including packaged renewable energy, 
storage, demand—side resources, and distributed energy solutions.7° Similarly, the city of Glendale, 
California issued an all—source RFP for 171 MW of generation, seeking to create a “virtual power 
plant” from modular bids down to 1 MW in size." As a demonstration, Southern California Edison 

(“SCE”) recently completed the procurement of resources in their “Preferred Resources Pilot,” a 

68 

https:/ /www.midamericanenergy.com/news—article.aspx?story=858. 
69 

Mark Dyson, Alexander Engel, and Jamil F arbes, T/ye Eeono/nit: of Clean energy Portfolio How 
Renewable and Dz'.ttr./[rated Energy Remureex Are Onteompeting and Can Strand I nuettment in Natural Gax—Fz'red 
Generation (Rocky Mountain Institute May 2018), available at 

https: / / www.rmi.org‘/insights / reports / economics—clean—energy—portfolios / . 
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https://www.pnm.com/rfp. 
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project to replace the sudden closure of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (“SONGS”); in 
that project, SCE successfully procured 238 MW from contracted resources including energy 
efficiency, demand response, behind—the-meter renewables, energy storage, and combined heat and 
power.72 Similarly, Xcel Energy Colorado recently conducted an all-source RFP and received over 
400 bids, most of which were for renewable resources, with the median bid for stand-alone wind 

energy resources $18.10/MWh. Adding battery storage to wind energy resulted in median bids of 
$21/MWh. Moreover, Xcel received 152 bids for solar projects comprising more than 13 GW of 

capacity, with the median bid $29.50/MWh. Coupling solar with battery storage resulted in bids for 
$36/MWh.73 

Those all-source RFP processes make clear that signicant renewable alternatives are, in fact 
available. Recent studies and analogous RFPs conrm the potential for similar results in Louisiana. 
Indeed, in a recent (albeit limited scope) RFP for only 5 MW of solar capacity, Entergy New Orleans 
received 17 different qualifying proposals representing approximately 325 MW of capacity.“ 
Moreover, studies demonstrate that there is substantial distributed energy potential, load shaping, and interruptible load potential in the state—as much as 3,000 MW .75 Cleco should ensure that its 
resource planning process is able to capture these cost effective resources and deploy them 

intelligently, rather than just moving to single central-station technology resources. 

3 

R ccomm en dz dotzs 
 

0 Cleco should he sure to not ooerz constrain the model and rninirnirzes rnanualporolio decisions and 

prescreening, such as “hardwiring” its existing generation assets into the anah/sis, which constrains the model 

from selecting potentially more cost—ejf’ectioe options. 

0 Cleco should ensure that the model is allowed to pick partial hloczés of resources wherein hloczé size is not a 

harrier (such as solar and wind), and pick reasonahle partial hlocks of other resources where capacigl can he 
shared hetween utilities. 

0 Cleco should ensure that it captures aooided costs that are prooided hy certain resources that occur outside of 
traditional energgj/planning. I deall 

, 
this would he done through an assessment of those oalue strearns outside 

of the model structure (and suhsequent repricing in the model). 

0 Ensure the Aurora modelfulhi optimizes the Clecoporolio, including retirernents and dernand side 
resources. 
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VII. We Urge Cleco To Provide the Public With More Information About Its 

Assumptions and Preferred Plan. 

The Comrnission’s IRP Rules contemplate a robust and transparent stakeholder engagement 
process with the free ow of information between the company, the LPSC, and other stakeholder 

participants. Indeed, the rules specically require utilities to engage in an open and collaborative 
process, and provide stakeholders with a reasonable opportunity to meet with the utility and provide 
input into the development of the utility’s IRP.7(’ To that end, all of the ulity’s assumptions should 
be spelled out and presented as early and as clearly as possible. . 

Plannino 

As an initial matter, we applaud Cleco’s efforts to facilitate a robust and meaningful dialogue 
with the parties and formal stakeholders in this docket. Specically, Cleco deserves recognition for 

providing stakeholders with opportunities to obtain additional data through informal requests for 

information, to ask the Company’s staff about various assumptions, as well as the Company’s 
receptivity to informal feedback. Sierra Club appreciates Cleco’s willingness to engage in an open 
and collaborative dialogue with stakeholders, which we believe exemplies the letter and purpose of 
the Commission’s IRP Rules and better serves the needs of the Company’s customers. 

Although Sierra Club appreciates Cleco’s transparency with formal stakeholders in this 

docket, we urge the Company to provide the public with more information about its basic planning 
assumptions and preferred plan. By way of example, Cleco’s IRP does not provide a comprehensive, 
pu/9/zic/-available summary of its Preferred Plan. The Company describes its nal Preferred Portfolio 

beginning on page 103, where it presents the Portfolio’s four main elements, two of which are 

designated as condential. Signicant portions of the IRP, including several pages of the Company’s 
modeling results in Chapter 8 and virtually all of the supporting Appendices, are redacted. The IRP 
also designates other fundamental information as condential, such as its reserve requirements, 
capacity posion, energy or peak demand forecasts, and its long—term resource portfolio and fuel 
mix. While there may be legitimate condentiality concerns with certain competitive information, 
we believe that some of Cleco’s condentiality claims are unnecessarily broad. In its nal IRP, we 

strongly urge the Company to provide, at a minimum, an unredacted summary of the elements of its 
Preferred Plan. We also urge Cleco to reevaluate the extent of its condentiality claims relating to 

basic resource decisions. 

Re-commcnda lions: 

0 Cleco slzouldptovidc kcy1'm‘b1mza'o11 to the public, izzcludiag, ata minimum, a publicly- 
accessible summary oftbc C ompzayis preférrcdplzm. 

0 C/em would rmlril the redaction of fundamental z'nfoI7/zalion, including it: long—term rexoztm’ mix. 

CONCLUSION 

Whe Sierra Club strongly supports the clean energy path that Cleco has chosen, the 

Company’s opaque evaluation of its coal assets falls short of the analysis necessary to appropriately 

7° 

LPSC IRP Rule 1] 9. 
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capture the economic risks facing those resources. Incorporating the recommendations that are 

listed above will help ensure that the ratepayers of Louisiana continue to enjoy the reliability and 

affordability that Cleco has provided in the past. Sierra Club looks forward to reviewing C1eco’s nal 
IRP, and continuing to participate in subsequent stakeholder proceedings. 

Respectfully submitted this 30”‘ day of April, 2019. 

/\l la? 
\ 

\ 

Joshua Smith 

Staff Attorney 
Sierra Club Environmental Law Program 
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1300 

Oakland, CA 94612 

P: 415.977.5560 

joshua.smith@sierraclub.org 
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